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Abstract
When the LHC starts up in 2009, ATLAS will have unique opportunities to study
beauty production from    collisions at 
	 making use of first data. In the ini-
tial phase of the LHC operation at lower luminosity several Standard Model physics
analyses have to be performed to contribute to the commissioning and validation of
the ATLAS detector and trigger system. One of the initial measurements is that of
the inclusive  production cross-section, quarkonium spectroscopy and polarization.
Furthermore, the ﬁﬀﬂ channel will be an important reference channel for
the search for di-muons from rare  decays and a control channel for the ﬃ  vio-
lation measurement used to estimate systematic uncertainties and tagging efficiencies
at higher luminosities. Due to the huge   cross-section and the expected high rates
of the corresponding triggers, the data collection for beauty measurements can be
done easily during the low luminosity phase. We describe the ATLAS expectations
and strategies for open and hidden  -quark production where we expect to have first
results already in the first few hundred !#"
$&% of data.
1 Introduction
ATLAS [1] is a general-purpose experiment with main emphasis on searches for new phenomena based
on high ')( particles. Since most of the * -physics appears in the lower '+( range, triggering within
the LHC environment on those events is a challenge. Nevertheless, ATLAS has good capabilities for a
rich * -physics program, based on the dedicated and exible trigger, the precise and exible vertexing
and tracking, the good muon identication and the high-resolution calorimetry. Furthermore, theoretical
descriptions of heavy avored hadrons need input from the LHC, where precision measurements are
already achievable after one year of data taking. The expected inclusive production cross-section for , ,
pairs at LHC is estimated to be -/. .103254641798 leading to more than :;4=< produced pairs per second at
design luminosity. The experimental precision reached at ATLAS should at least allow the verication
of the Standard Model (SM) prediction. In the case of the rare * -decays, clearly higher luminosity is
needed to achieve sensitive upper limits for the indirect beyond the Standard Model (BSM) searches.
Therefore, the most relevant part of the ATLAS * -physics program will take place in the initial phase
at lower luminosities with an extension into the high luminosity phase. The envisaged measurements
are extending the discovery potential for physics beyond the SM by the measurement of >@? violation
parameters, predicted to be to be small in the SM, and of rare * decays.
The exclusive *ﬂA channel provides a clean reference signal. Due to the clear event topology and
its rather large branching ratio, it can be measured during the initial luminosity phase of the LHC. The
*BADCFE
GIHKJDA decay can serve as a reference channel for the measurement of the decay probability of a
very rare decay channel *MLNCO7 A 7QP , which is strongly suppressed in the Standard Model and therefore
offers a good sensitivity to new physics. The total and differential cross-sections of the rare * decays
will be measured relative to the *RASCTE)GIHNJDA cross-section allowing thus the cancellation of common
systematic errors. Furthermore, it can also act as a control channel for the CP violation measurement
and can be used to estimate the systematic uncertainties and efciencies of avour tagging algorithms.
Finally, the relatively large statistics for this decay allows for initial detector performance studies.
The trigger menu for the ATLAS * -physics program has been designed to take maximum advan-
tage of the early run phases at lower luminosities ( UWV:;4YXZXM[;\]P)^;_;P9` ). Since only 5 - 10 % of the
limited bandwidth of the ATLAS trigger system is devoted to the * -physics triggers, highly efcient and
selective triggers are needed. Most * -physics triggers are based on single- and di-muon events in the
nal state leading to a clean signature for triggers and avor tagging [2]. In the early data taking period
the main * -physics triggers are expected to run without a need of prescales, allowing for low 'ﬁ( muon
and low a ( electron triggers (the latter will be however prescaled at :;4bXZ^c[;\]P)^d_;P9` ). In general, the
trigger strategy is mainly based on a single muon trigger at the rst level, which could be combined with
certain calorimeter trigger objects at higher trigger levels to select hadronic nal states ( *RLRC efLg )
or hiGj nal states ( E
GIHkClhIAmh P , JDnj or o)j ). In order to not exceed the available bandwidth, in the
phase of higher luminosities above pQq:;4 XZX cm P)^ s P9` the main working trigger will be based on di-muons
on the rst level, enabling a clean measurement of rare * -decays ( *rCs797 or *tCsJ nvu 797 ), double
semi-leptonic decays and the *kCFE
GIHwx797zy decay channels.
2 Beauty Production Cross-Section Determination
The ,|{, production cross-section will be measured using inclusive and exclusive methods in parallel to
control the systematics. For the inclusive methods ATLAS looks at the semi-leptonic ,}CO7~ and the
*CsE
GIHwC7A7 P yﬁ~ decay modes. In the next section we will briey describe the measurement
of the exclusive *fC E)GIHNJD cross-section. The measurement of the E
GIH mass and its detection
efciency is a central task for the analysis of the rst ATLAS data, providing the tools to validate the
detector by extracting muon energy scale determination in the low '+( region and detector misalignments
(Sect. 5). Finally, the mass measurement and reconstruction efciency for * A , the total and differential
cross-sections and its lifetime measurements will be of interest for other * -physics analyses.
The main backgrounds that are competing with the signal are single-muon from 
{
 decays and
direct E
GIH ’s from '#'ŁC E
GIH~ . In the rst case, the ' ( distribution of the muons is softer as
compared to the muon spectrum from ,{, decays while in the latter no displaced secondary vertex is
expected. In consequence the following parameters are used for , -tagging:
 the signed transverse impact parameters 
u
of charged particles originating from * -meson decays
at a secondary vertex due to the long lifetime of * -mesons.
 the relative transverse momentum '9
(
of the muon of the , -decay with respect to the axis of the
associated jet.
The measurement of the '
(
distribution of the selected muons offers a good possibility to deter-
mine the , -contents fraction in the ofine analysis. In the rest frame of the decaying * -meson, the muon
gets a high transverse momentum, which is signicantly larger than in the case of charm or light quark
decays. The relative transverse muon momentum, '9x
(
can therefore be used to determine the , -content of
a selected data sample by tting Monte Carlo templates to data. For the * -mesons at ATLAS, generally
decay lengths of the order of several mm are expected which are at the same order of magnitude as the
expectation for e -mesons. The signed transverse impact parameter 
u
is a boost independent quantity.
For large transverse momenta ('/
(
:;4M; ) 
u
is proportional to the lifetime of the decaying particle
and positive values of 
u
are preferable. The signicance of signed impact parameter for muons with an
associated , -jet and the distributions of the relative transverse momentum are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2
respectively. In both cases, the selection power is clearly visible.
The ,|{, production cross-section measurement based on the single-muon and jet requirements at
the trigger level is then obtained according to the usual relation
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where the , -trigger efciency was found to be ¬ ­ x®°¯. £O4Y²³:´62 and the combined muon reconstruction
efciency is ¬ x±. £k4Y²¶µ62 . The determination of the , content,
«
. , of the selected sample is extracted by
tting the simulated ' x
(
distribution to the data. This can be done by a binned maximum likelihood t
taking into account the nite size of both, the data sample and the simulated Monte Carlo templates. In
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Fig. 1: The distribution of the significance of the
signed impact parameter ·¸Z¹º
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Fig. 2: The »6¼¾½À¿Á distribution for different processes considered
in the Â -jet selection.
the signal template, the direct ,MCÃ7 and cascade ,MCÄ¡C7 contributions are contained, whereas all
others are summarized in the background template. The distribution can be seen in Fig. 3. With this t, a
, -content of
«
.
£Å4Y²¶p6´ was obtained, and a corresponding background fraction of
«
.ÇÆ
£4Y²È6È . The values
obtained in this study are in good agreement with the values obtained by the Tevatron experiments [3].
Combining both methods, the ,{, production cross-section is expected to be measured with a statistical
precision better than É]wv:Ê ) with 03:;464¡Ë&8 P9` of integrated luminosity. The systematic uncertainty is
dominated by the luminosity measurement. It is estimated to be :;4cÊ in the initial phase, and reduced to
about

²¶2ÌÊ after the rst 4Y²¶´ Íx8 P9` . The scale uncertainty of the NLO calculations is about 2Ê , while the
PDF uncertainty is estimated to be ´dÊ . Finally, the uncertainty originating from the muon identication
is about ´ÎÊ , leading to a systematic uncertainty of :p1Ê and ÏÐ²¶pÎÊ correspondingly in the initial and
later phase .
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Fig. 3: The generated » ¼¾½À¿Á templates (left) and fraction of the Â -content of the selected Â -jet sample (right) showing comparison
of the fitted to the true values from Monte Carlo.
3 * A Reference Channel
Negligible direct >@? violation is expected in the *©rC E
GIHKJD decay because for ,ÑC Ò~
{
;Ó
transitions the SM predicts that the leading and higher order diagrams are characterized by the same
weak phase. The only source of asymmetry is the different interaction probability for J A and JP with
the detector material. The *RA candidates are reconstructed based on the E
GIHwCÃ7mA7 P y selection, and
combined with JÔA candidates formed from inner detector tracks.
The * A invariant mass distribution ÕÖwÇJ A 7 A 7QPzy of the candidates, fullling the selection cuts,
is presented in Fig. 4 for signal and background with a maximum-likelihood t, where the likelihood
function is a Gaussian for the signal region and a linear function for the background ( ,6{,@C×E
GIH~ ).
The mass range of the t is taken from 2Ð²³:2; to 2Ð²¶µØ; in order to reduce contributions from
partially reconstructed * meson decays. The background at the right of the mass peak originates from
misidentied g A from * A C×E
GIHNg A decays. The t result for the * A mass is: ÕÖwÇ* A y £Öw26p#È5ÏÐ²¶´@Ù
:5²³:ydÚ¦; with a width of -wÇ*fAmy©£ÛwxÜ=pÐ²¶pBÙŁ:5²¶´#yÚÝ; . The relative errors, scaled properly for an
integrated luminosity of about :;4cË&8 P9` , are about 4Y²Þ4#p#Ê and ´Ð²¶2#Ê respectively. The slight shoulder to
the left of the mass distribution is due to the background shape in this mass region and has been included
in the systematic uncertainties of the t model.
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Fig. 4: ßKà mass fit with the both signal (red) and background (blue) contributions shown separately.
With the rst :;4Ë&8 P9` of LHC data a total and differential production cross-section measurement
of the *fADCFE
GIHKJDA can be achieved. The differential cross-section ¨)-Gi¨Q'
(
can be obtained from the
usual form:
¨&-wÇ*BAQy
¨Q')(
£
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®°¯
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'&(qUq;âãqä å
(2)
where
¤
¥
®°¯
is the number of reconstructed *RA obtained from the mass t and the size of the '/( bin
is denoted with
á
'
( . Furthermore, U is the total luminosity to which the dataset corresponds and is
obtained from PYTHIA output and BR is the product of the branching ratios using the world average
[4] branching ratios of äNåÎwÇ* A C E
GIHKJ A yS£lwv:;4Y²Þ4RÙæ:5²Þ4=yfç:;4ÐP&è and äNåÎw¢E
GIHéC 7 A 7QPzyS£
w2Ð²¶µ6µMÙ 4Y²³:;4=yçÑ:;4
P)^ . The overall efciency â is calculated for each '
(
range separately as the ratio
of the number of signal events determined from the previous t procedure and the number of the Monte
Carlo signal events within the same ' ( range. To measure the * A total cross-section a similar procedure
with that used for the calculation of the differential cross-section is followed.
The measurement of the lifetime ê of the selected * A candidates is a sensitive tool to conrm the
beauty content in a sample, in particular the number of the reconstructed *ASCTE)GIHNJDA decays obtained
in the , { ,ÔC E
GIH dataset. The proper decay-time is dened as ªØ£Fë
Gi . The proper decay-time
distribution in the signal region *RAÒCÄE
GIHKJDA can be parametrized as a convolution of an exponential
function with a Gaussian resolution function, while the background distribution parametrization consists
of two different exponential functions, where each is convoluted with a Gaussian resolution function. In
the ,|{,RC E
GIH no zero lifetime events are expected since there is no prompt E)GIH produced. In the
realistic case, where zero lifetime events will be present, an extra Gaussian centered at zero is needed in
order to properly describe those events.
The results on the lifetime measurements are shown in Fig. 5. The background can be best de-
scribed with the two lifetime components ( ê
`
and ê
^
). For the events in the mass region of the signal
within ÕæwÇ* A y1ìkí°2Ð²³:2Ðî2Ð²¶µIï; the proper decay-time found from the decay length is compared to
the generated *fA lifetime. The differences are well centered at zero with a Gaussian distribution and
sigma 4Y²Þ4#µ6µBË)_ . It should be noted that the resolution as well as its - in ð bins of 0.25 is found to be
independent of ð .
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Fig. 5: The ß à lifetime fit (left) with the signal (dashed red) and the background (dashed black) contributions shown separately.
The ß à lifetime resolution (right).
4 Open Flavor: Rare B-Decays
Flavor changing neutral currents, a direct transition from ,ÝC YG5Ó , are forbidden at the tree level in
the SM and occur at the lowest order through one loop diagrams. They are a sensitive test of the SM
and its possible extension(s), providing information on the long distance QCD effects and enabling a
determination of the CKM matrix elements ñ°òó³ôñ and ñ°ò ó Liñ . Furthermore, some of the rare decay channels
contribute to the background for other channels, which are very sensitive to BSM effects.
An upper limit of the branching ratio *1õfwÇ*
u
L
Cs7
A
7
P
y@£rwv:ö÷p#yKq&:;4
P)ø at Ï54ﬂÊ condence
level or of wp©öù´#ydq/:;4 P)ø at ´5- evidence based on ¤fú £×:5²³: events that can already be extracted
from an integrated luminosity of pÍx8 P9` . This is clearly better than the current CDF limit of Üb²ÈMq:;4 P)ø
at Ï54RÊ condence level. Already at :cÍx8 P9` ATLAS is able to collect É]wv:;4 < y di-muon events in the
mass window of ÜÝ;ûVOÕÖwx7zAz7 P ySVüÈØ; . This is after the selection based on cuts on '
(
,
the invariant mass Õ

à
=ý
, the transverse decay length þNß  of the di-muon system, and on isolation
requirements. Based on this data, an upper limit on the number of signal events, ¤Øú , corresponding to a
given condence level will be determined. The main background sources originate from combinatorial
decays as ,{,¡C7 A 7QP9 , from misidentications ( * u
L
Cg
A
gﬁP , * u
L
CûJ
A
JP , * u
L
Cûg
A
JÒP

) or
from other rare decays ( *fu
L
CÛ7Az7
P
7A

, *1u
L
CÛ7A7
P
j ). ¤Îú will be used to extract the upper limit
on the * u
L
Cs7
A
7QP branching ratio *1õfwÇ* u
L
Cs7
A
7QPzy , using the reference channel * A C E
GIHKJ A
as described in Sec. 3, since trigger and ofine reconstruction efciencies largely cancel for di-muons in
these channels. In this procedure, a ratio of geometric and kinematical acceptances of the signal and the
reference channel will be determined from the Monte Carlo simulations. With an integrated luminosity
of ´54dÍx8 P9` , corresponding to three years of initial data taking, the SM predictions could be tested with a
´c- sensitivity. The continuation of this measurement at nominal LHC luminosities has been proved to
lead to a clear statement with a 2- sensitivity after already one additional year of data taking at design
luminosity of :;4#Xvè[;\]P)^_P9` .
5 Quarkonia
Understanding the production of prompt quarkonia at the LHC is an important step to understand the
underlying QCD mechanisms, and one that has given rise to controversy, both with respect to the cross-
section magnitude [5] and the polarization [6]. The initial discrepancy in cross-section led to the Color
Octet Model [7] but more high ' ( results are needed to distinguish between this and competing models.
In addition to these open questions, the narrow E
GIH and

resonances are ideal for studies of de-
tector performance. The expected abundant production (see Fig. 6) makes this feasible already in the very
early data. Both decay channels E
GIHãw

y CÛ7QAz7 P and E
GIHãw

y CThIAQh P will be used as tools to test
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Fig. 6: Differential 5¹ and 	 cross-sections as predicted from the Color Octet Model. Contributions from (singlet) 
 produc-
tion is included.
our detector performance. In the following we consider only the E)GIH and

wv:y resonances. Quarkonia
selection in ATLAS is mainly based on a di-muon trigger which requires two identied muons, both with
'
(
ÜM; and within a pseudorapidity of ñ ð+ñbVÅpÐ²°Ü . The di-muon sample considered here has ofine
'
( cuts of 6 and 4 GeV applied to the two identied muons. To suppress backgrounds (decays-in-ight,
heavy avor decays) we require tracks to come from the same vertex and with a pseudo-proper time cut
of êﬂ£Å4Y²¶pÌË)_ , dened as êﬂ£
 

Áﬀﬁﬃﬂ 
 !
. In Fig. 7 (left) the resulting di-muon spectrum with background
contributions is shown. We expect 15000 E
GIH ’s and 2500

wv:y per Ë&8 P9` . The mass resolution for
E
GIHÑC 7A7
P is expected to be 26´dÚ¦; , and for

CO7ﬁAz7
P we found :

: ÚÝ; on average.
We are also studying the possibility of doing performance measurements using di-electron reso-
nances. In that case the ad( cut for both leptons is 2@; at trigger level and ofine, and ñ ð+ñ&VÅp . Tight
electron identication cuts are applied to reject background, including aÎG' , vertexing layer hit on the
tracks, and the ratio of high to low threshold hits in the transition radiation tracker. We expect 2500
E
GIH ’s and 500

C h A
h6P per Ë&8 P9` with an instantaneous luminosity of :;4ÐX|`[;\]P)^_P9` . The mass
resolution for E
GIHæC hiAQh P is expected to be about p5464fÚÝ; , see Fig. 7 right. The width is mainly
constrained by bremsstrahlung due to the large amount of material in the inner detector.
In addition to cross-section measurements ATLAS will use the quarkonia di-muon decays to pro-
vide answers to the polarization puzzle and help constrain the models. Dening the polarization param-
eter " as "S£kwÇ- ( öp5-  yZGYwÇ- ( ~p5-  y , we can measure this by # n , the angle between E
GIH in rest frame
and 7zA , as they are related by:

¤
[%$#_&#
n
£ > q
´
p'"~

q=wv:K~("1[%$#_
^
#
n
y (3)
With the di-muon triggers we get a rather narrow [%$#_)# n distribution, with both muons having similar ' ( .
To access higher values of [%$#_#Yn we utilize a single muon trigger where we can pair the trigger muon with
a low '&( track to get large
á
'
( and [%$#_&#=n (see Fig. 8 left). For the result quoted here we used a trigger
threshold of :;4 ; for the single muon trigger and the ' ( requirement on the second track was 4Y²¶2}; .
The looser cuts allow for more background but still with decent signal to background discrimination
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Fig. 7: Di-electron mass distributions for muons (left) and electrons (right). In the left plot the spectrum in case of no vertex
cuts (top dashed line) is also shown.
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( +Gi*ü£O:5²¶p for E
GIH ). This dataset was added (with corrections for overlaps) to complement the di-
muon triggered dataset. The combined [%$#_)# n distributions were then tted for " and > in slices of ' ( .
With unpolarized samples the results are given in Table 1 for 10 Ë&8 P9` . Similar tests have been carried
out with "Ô£ Ù1: . An example is shown in Fig. 8 right.
We expect to be able to measure the E
GIH polarization with the '
(
of the E
GIH in the range of
:;4; (trigger dependent) up to 254; . Already with the rst 10 Ë&8 P9` we can achieve better precision
than the current Tevatron measurements - but with E
GIH at high '
(
, which is what is needed to truly
distinguish between models. For

wv:y we can get the same precision with 100 Ë)8 P9` . In this latter case
we have acceptance all the way down to ' ( 0Å4 for the

, which will be a very useful region to compare
with the Tevatron results.
6 Conclusions
The ATLAS experiment has a rich * -physics program [8] based on clearly dened trigger strategies
for all luminosity phases of the LHC. These measurements will contribute to >@? violation studies with
*cL -mesons and its sensitivity to BSM as well in studies of rare * decays and quarkonia production. The
precision measurement of * -physics processes are an alternative method to explore the presence of new
physics at LHC in addition to the direct SUSY searches.
Table 1: 10 !#" $b% : Measured values of G in p H bins in simulated datasets with G = 0
p ( (GeV) 9 - 12 12 - 13 13 - 15 15 - 17 17 - 21

21
" w¢E)GIH}y 0.156 -0.006 0.004 -0.003 -0.039 0.019
Ù 0.166 Ù 0.032 Ù 0.029 Ù 0.037 Ù 0.038 Ù 0.057
" w

y -0.42 -0.38 -0.200 0.08 -0.15 0.47
Ù 0.17 Ù 0.22 Ù 0.20 Ù 0.33 Ù 0.18 Ù 0.22
Two inclusive methods for beauty cross-section measurements to be used mainly at the early data
taking period of ATLAS were presented. The rst method is using the E
GIH signature with detached ver-
tices, while the second one is based on semileptonic , Cé7 decays. The two methods are complementary
and the plan is to apply them simultaneously since both signatures will be available with early data. The
two methods rely on different trigger algorithms and different physics processes and signatures, therefore
the cross-section results obtained from each one can be used for cross checking calibrations of the trigger
algorithms used in the measurements. Combining these two methods, the ,5{, production cross-sections
measurement is expected to reach a statistical precision of É]wv:¡Êfy after one month of data taking, if
the initial LHC luminosity will be Uã£:;4X|`}[;\f^;_P9` , whereas a systematic uncertainty of É]wv:p1Êfy is
expected. Furthermore, the reference channel *©AClE)GIHNJDA has been studied and it could be shown,
that a lifetime measurement is a good tool to conrm the , content of the selected sample.
In the rst data taking period ATLAS will also measure the E
GIH and

cross-sections, taking
advantage of the favorable trigger situation in the early data. A method to determine the level of polar-
ization is also presented. We expect to measure the E
GIH polarization to within 0.02 - 0.06 in the rst 10
Ë&8
P9` , dependent on the polarization itself.
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